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In Light of Halloween

Dr. Joy S. Pedersen
Joy S. Pedersen,
Founder of Express
Success LLC, is a
Licensed Spiritual
Healer, Certified
Spiritual Health
Coach, Certified Law of Attraction
Practitioner, ordained minister and
Doctor of Divinity as well as a
noted business consultant and
networker with a
celebrated international clientele.
She works closely with individuals
and businesses of all sizes over the
phone to overcome their challenges
with money, relationships, career,
business, health and well being.
Using both 21st Century
technological advances and
established, time-honored spiritual
techniques and gifts, her work
includes clearing negative
memories, energy, property
and karma. Her gifts bridge the gap
between heaven and earth and all
time and space.
The twin flame of Archangel
Michael, Dr. Joy is a spokesperson
for heaven and shares those
messages on the Express Success
blog. She authored the book
Wisdom of the Guardian: Treasures
From Archangel Michael to Change
Your Life. She was also a
contributing author to Big Bold
Business. Her chapter addresses
how your subconscious is either
supporting or sabotaging your
success.
Her pro bono work focuses on
global peace and prosperity by
clearing and healing the cause of
the karma affecting all humanity.

Messages from
Heaven
For channeled messages from
God, angels and others, click.

In light of halloween, I thought I would address some of its aspects that I get into with
my practice. It's not that people hire because of halloween and its subject matter, but
the subject matter relating to halloween often comes up within the context of my work
with regular clients. That is what I would like to elaborate.
Disguises
Costumes are great for halloween but do you want to wear them year round? How
authentic are you? Are you being true to who you are or living out the fantasy or
beliefs of another? We work on releasing the blocks to knowing who you are, living
your authentic self and clearing the limiting beliefs and programming imposed by
others.
Haunted Houses
Do you have ghosts?
The most obvious is probably haunted houses. I clear the energy of both homes and
businesses on a regular basis. There's one place of business that has become a regular
building to clear due to its history - its haunted history. As you want to clean your
property of dirt, you also want to clear its energy as well. A regular clearing of the
energy of a building and property is useful because energies accumulate from negative
expressed or unexpressed emotions and thoughts.
There doesn't need to be a dramatic event for a clearing to be beneficial of a home or
business. Picture Charlie Brown's Pigpen. The person doesn't have to be physically
filthy but people bring in energy of all sorts into an environment and leave it behind
even if you can't see it. Clear it regularly and you don't have negative emotions and
thoughts permeating affecting all regardless as to whether they recognize the
thoughts and feelings are their own or others.
I did a clearing on a job interview once and saw that the company still had civil war
energy within it which caused employees to not necessarily see eye to eye although
they would have basically liked one another.
Spells
Have you ever had a spell put on you?
Spells are not as uncommon as you might think. I clear spells, curses and black magic.
Of the three, curses are the most common. Humanity had a several curses put upon it
as a whole by Satan, for example.
1. That humanity would not know God.
2. That if someone turned to God, they would be sabotaged.
3. That if someone worked for or served God, they would be sabotaged.
Fortunately, we cleared those curses but that doesn't mean the individuals affected
aren't still impacted. We clear cause and effect in general but affects can be held in
place by reasons pertaining to the individual as well.
Superstition

To schedule a session
or a 15-minute get-

People carry superstitions, old programming and fears that we also clear. When you
have anything less than a free and clear mind, you attract less than desirable results
somewhere in your life. By releasing fears, limiting beliefs, etc., you set yourself free
and raise your vibration.

acquainted call,
contact Dr. Joy

Candy

Email or call 800-801-7597
Let's get to know each other, the
challenges you face and the
solutions I provide. If there's a
fit, we can decide together what
options are best for you.

Wisdom of the Guardian

Some of my clients work on their attachments to food, sweets and certain types of
eating habits. We clear the history of their food habits, which may come from lifetimes
of starvation, a belief in being heavy because you were considered more prosperous
those lifetimes, or the emotional components of eating habits.
Darkness
The types of darkness demonstrated in halloween are some of the things we clear in
general. We don't elaborate during a session and our sessions are not scary at all, but
clearing memories of negative and dark occurrences from the person's past, helps set
them free. Those negative memories, whether conscious of them or not, can wreak
havoc in the background without realizing it. Ultimately, those limiting beliefs and fears
can continue to hold a person back until fully released.
Pagan Rituals
We clear rituals, vows, old religious programming that no longer serves the individual.
By releasing the person from the past, they can more easily create effortless success
in the future. It is amazing what memories can be limiting the person's ultimate
success. Fortunately, in many instances, when dealing with some subjects we can just
clear the entire subject within moments with a general clearing without getting into
story. Although the stories are sometimes fascinating, we don't always need to
elaborate on them to clear them effectively. We clear the subconscious to set you free
of the limiting outcomes from those negative memories.
Happy Halloween!
Joy

Click the icon above to connect with me through social media.
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